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Thermoport and K-POT, the cost effective
and versatile way to serve hot food
“e K-Pot portable units really serve the purpose. If you are limited for space, then the
K-Pots really are fine for both hot and cold food.” Beverley Bailey, Head of Kitchen
n When space is too tight, or the
electric supply is limited for a
conventional lunch servery unit, but a
hot meal is important for the children in
your nursery, Rieber’s ermoport and
K-POT are the ideal solution.
If you don’t have an on-site kitchen,
then the ermoport box is the perfect
option, allowing you to easily transport
food from a nearby kitchen at a constant
temperature - find out more about these
boxes overleaf.
When it comes to serving hot food,

Micro
kitchens the perfect
space saving
option!

and you don’t want to go to the expense of
buying a large unit, the K-POT is the
answer. It allows you to serve food at the
correct temperature, ensuring it tastes as
good as when it was made. Not only does
the K-POT keep food hot, it can also
regenerate chilled or frozen meals, as well
as griddle, boil or fry. ere’s also a cold
only version, ideal for desserts and salads.
It really is a versatile and cost
eﬀective solution to ensure your children
eat a tasty nutritious meal, even if you
don’t have the facilities or space on-site.

n No space for a kitchen but want to cook fresh food?
en think again, look at Rieber’s micro kitchens - all
you’d expect from a traditional kitchen, but ‘micro’!
What do we mean by that? Well, Rieber oﬀers a range
of diﬀerent options for the smaller space, like the Navioven.
is table-top unit bakes, simmers, braises and
regenerates food, giving you a cooking temperature range
of +20ºC to +240ºC, and is already used extensively by
schools in Hull. ere’s also the Hybrid 200, the most space
eﬃcient kitchen, see over for details.
For more information on micro kitchen options, speak
to one of our team - remember, we are here to advise and help
you choose the best solution for you.

Thermoports - the food
transport solution
n If you cook meals oﬀ-site, getting them to your children intact is one challenge,
another is getting them there hot! e ermoport allows you to do both.
Transport is easy, the thermoport comes with a heavy-duty castors option,
allowing it to negotiate even the most uneven of paths. And when it comes to keeping
food at the correct temperature, ermoport will do just that, be it hot or cold, as the
meal requires.
Our Midi range also has built-in heating to hold food up to 85°C in each of the
stackable boxes, if hot meals are what you want.
“Would I recommend Rieber’s thermoports? – definitely, we use them every day
and they work brilliantly,” says Catering Manager Evelyn Wood.
“I would also recommend Rieber’s regional sales staﬀ, they help us with
continued training and support.”

Hybrid 200
- the most space efficient kitchen
n Ideal for the nursery without the space, facilities or budget for a complete kitchen, but would
still like the benefits of cooking fresh food on-site, the mobile hybrid kitchen® is ready for
anything. With all the features you need to carry out an extremely wide range of tasks with just
one piece of equipment - regenerating, simmering, baking, core temperature simmering,
steaming and simultaneous cooking at diﬀerent chamber temperatures. To find out more about
this amazing piece of cooking equipment call one of the team on +44 (0) 1225 704470.

Safe and secure, with a
compartmental lockable fridge
n Nut allergies? Dairy free? Gluten free?
More frequently nursery staﬀ are required to
cater for diﬀerent allergies and intolerances.
But, how can you ensure food is kept separate
and safe... and chilled?
e Multipolar is a refrigerator with a choice
of 4 to 16 lockable compartments, ideal for
keeping ‘special’ meals separate... or staﬀ meals
for that matter! It can also be used for holding
childrens medicines needing refrigeration, such
as antibiotics, together with any special dietary
requirements.
It can be fitted under a worktop or
freestanding - to accommodate whatever space
you have available.

ü Special diets
ü Medicines
ü Safe and Secure
... e Multipolar
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